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first time i've tried viet vapors. they are a new company, launched in january 2014. they are a family owned, organic and gluten free cookie company. the thin mint girl scout cookie is their signature item. the cookies are gluten free. they have a wafer cookie base which is oat based. they have chocolate chips, coconut, and cookie butter. they also have mint
flavoring. what i also found interesting was they have a line of gluten free dog biscuits. the brown sugar and cinnamon ones are my favorite, as is the chocolate peanut butter flavor. the site says the brown sugar ones are made from a certified gluten free blend so i don't know what that means. i have not been able to find the gluten free dog cookies for sale
anywhere else though. they seem to be very popular. after looking around the store, the girls (and would be girl scouts in training) were selling their girl scout cookie mini jars. i went with chocolate mint with the yellow box from the cookies i had. this would make a cute gift to give to a friend, neighbor, or girl scout. the chocolate mint ones are smaller and

have more chocolate chips, while the chocolate chip oatmeal raisin or peanut butter ones are larger and have more chocolate chips. the mini jar is a pretty good size. the price seems to be $4.99. the sizes i checked are small (2.25"x 4.5"), medium (3.5"x 6"), and large (5.5"x 9"). i decided to go for the large which has two dozen gluten free cookies in it. two
dozen sounds like a lot but i can generally eat two dozen gluten free cookies without a problem. i liked the flavors of the mini girl scout cookies. they have a nice malty vanilla taste. i'm not sure how i feel about the coconut flavor. it's in the brown sugar chocolate chip cookies but it's not in the coconut ones. the coconut flavor would have been nice in the

chocolate chip cookie. the box says to eat them whole. i found it easier to just eat them in handfuls. these are a nice healthy alternative for girl scout cookies and they are gluten free. 5ec8ef588b
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